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Abstract- The Planar Inverted-F Antenna (PIFA) can be considered as advanced from a quarter wavelength monopole antenna and is presently broadly utilized in mobile and versatile radio purposes because of its many eye-getting characteristics, for example, basic structure, lightweight, minimal effort, low-profile, conformal nature, built - in structure and reliable execution. In this paper various plans of PIFA have been introduced which are of low profile, over the top obtain a nd supports 4G frequencies.

Index Terms- Low profile, PIFA, Monopole

I. INTRODUCTION

The planar inverted-F antenna (PIFA) stays as one of the most mainstream antennas utilized in mobile phones today. It is widely utilized inferable from its little size, low profile, astounding execution, basic manufacture and generally low explicit assimilation rate (SAR) [1-4]. In any case, a traditional PIFA has an innate narrowband that must be improved so as to satisfy the inexorably bandwidth necessities forced by the new handsets. On the off chance that a mobile terminal is intended for worldwide inclusion and global meandering, the antenna ought to have the option to work in many frequency groups to cover the numerous 2G, 3G, and 4G systems around the globe [2]. Accomplishing this isn't a simple undertaking thinking about that the new smart phones request more space for the gadgets related to numerous functionalities that these terminals offer, leaving little space to oblige the antenna framework. Before, a few methods have been utilized to improve the bandwidth of PIFA antennas. The presentation of different resonant components so as to make a multiband PIFA is a typical methodology. Another technique requires the expansion of parasitic patches with resonant lengths near the frequency band where the bandwidth improvement is required [7–9]. The consideration of openings in the ground plane has additionally been utilized to upgrade the bandwidth fundamentally in the lower frequencies of the range assigned to mobile phone administrations [5-8]. A similar sort of openings can be utilized in the principle emanating structure to build the bandwidth of a portion of the groups of intrigue. Other PIFA structures can utilize multi layers of resonators so as to expand the quantity of groups where the PIFA can work. At long last, a mix of the past procedures is every now and again used to include the impacts of every technique and increment the PIFA bandwidth.

II. VARIOUS TYPE PIFA DESIGNS

A .PIFA with Double Shorting Stub

Double shorting stubs Planar Inverted F Antenna that is intended to improve the impedance coordinating of the antenna. The double stub antenna lessens the size of the antenna up to 5mm and can be broadly utilized in 2G, 3G and 4G wireless communication systems. The changed Planar Inverted F Antenna covers various frequency groups utilized for handheld gadgets, for example, LTE/AIDS (1700), DCS (1800), LTE (1900), PCS (1900), UMTS/IMT (2000), LTE/AIDS (2100), WLAN/Bluetooth (2450) and LTE/WiMAX (2600).

Figure 1 PIFA with double shorting stubs

The planned antenna has a smaller structure of 60mm × 44mm. The adjusted planned PIFA shows an improvement in addition and radiation design. Figure 1 shows the geometry of Planar Inverted F Antenna with Double stubs.

B. Split-Ring PIFA

A conservative and novel structure of Planar Inverted F Antenna dependent on split-ring (SR) is presented in this paper. The antenna is planned utilizing Roger RO3006(tm) substrate. The
two concentric split ring components are set at the head of transmitting patch with four metallic stacking between the rings. The antenna works at frequency groups of GPS (1572 MHz), DCS (1800 MHz) and WiMAX (3500 MHz). The split-ring resonators show an improvement in impedance coordinating of around 30% and 11% separately. A uniform radiation design is seen at different frequency groups. By presenting concentric SR components, a double band antenna execution can be watched. Figure 2 shows the proposed antenna with SR component.

![Figure2. Split-Ring PIFA](image)

C. Planar Inverted F Antenna with Parasitic Element
The Planar Inverted F Antenna is planned by presenting a rectangular parasitic component underneath the principle emanating patch. The parasitic components produces double frequency groups with improved bring misfortune back. The antenna is planned utilizing FR4 substrate. Planar Inverted F Antenna with parasitic component resounds at two unmistakable frequency groups i.e., at 2600 MHz for Long Term Evolution (LTE) and 3500 MHz for WiMAX applications. The antenna is structured utilizing a limited fix with measurements 17.8mm × 16.5mm. The antenna shows an omnidirectional radiation design with an addition of 4 to 5 dBi. The plan of the antenna is basic and can be situated in any handheld gadget. Figure 3 shows Planar Inverted F Antenna with Parasitic Element.

![Figure 3. Planar Inverted F Antenna with Parasitic Element](image)

D. C-Shaped Planar Inverted F Antenna
A minimal Planar Inverted F-Antenna that can be effectively incorporated in handheld gadget is planned in this paper. The antenna comprises of a C-formed fix with a shorting plate and a parasitic inverted L component that is situated up close and personal over the ground plane. In this antenna air is utilized as a substrate between the limited ground plane and fix and parasitic component. The antenna works in the frequency groups of WiMAX (3300-3800 MHz) and GPS (1565-1585 MHz). The antenna shows great impedance coordinating and high addition in particular groups. The antenna likewise shows a wide bar width in WiMAX band. Figure 4 shows the geometry of proposed C-Shaped Planar Inverted F Antenna.

![Figure 4 C-Shaped Planar Inverted F Antenna](image)

III. Modified Planar Inverted F Antenna
In this paper, a multiple input multiple output antenna is planned utilizing two altered Planar Inverted F Antenna (PIFA) structures. So as to build the bandwidth of the antenna, two antennas indistinguishable from one another with two shorting plates and an opening on top fix are situated together. Moreover to improve the bandwidth, two openings are additionally embedded on the ground plane. To give the segregation between the two antennas a strip interfacing the feed plate of two antennas is utilized. The elements of the antenna are 100mm × 40mm. The antenna covers a frequency groups from 1800 MHz to 2800 MHz covering LTE/PCS, UMTS/IMT, LTE/AWS, WLAN/Bluetooth.
and LTE/WiMAX. The geometry of the antenna is appeared in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. Modified Planar Inverted F Antenna](image)

III. CONCLUSION

In these paper different sorts of Planar Inverted F Antenna (PIFA) are concentrated in a specific way. It has been seen that PIFA is anything but difficult to fabricate and has simple structures. PIFA offers significantly better degree when contrasted with various customary antennas while contemplating SAR (Specific Absorption Rate). Likewise the bandwidth of PIFA is higher than various antennas. Thus it very well may be reasoned that PIFA is foreseen to have a promising future in wireless advances.
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